The subspaces D and D satisfy the following properties:
This theorem can be easily generalized to the case when V is an annulus contained in the unit ball of IR.
and X= L p ( IR^V) for 1 ^ p <oo .
U (t) is a strongly continuous positive group generated by free collision transport operator
in any L'( R xV) . For any X in £ the only function which verifies T (})==X(() is This shows that the nature of the spectrum of T depends on the exponent p in L' . In fact if we denote by E (T ) the spectrum of T , using Z (T ) , E (T ) and E (T ) to denote respectively the point spectrum,continuous spectrum and residual spectrum of T , we can prove the following peculiar result:
One of our major aim in this paper is to show when the Lax & Phillips representation theorem ( Theorem 1.) is valid in L ( B. xV) for collision dynamics U(t) the one parameter group generated by linearized Boltzmann
where a ^d k are two non-negative measurable functions on R^V and a R xVxV respectively. We define the production cross section a by:
and we suppose that the transport system
i) a and a belong to L°°( T^xV) a p •
ii) There is a compact set K in ^2 so that a and a vanish if x i K. a p
In the Lax & Phillips representation theorem the crucial point is the density property iii) . This property is closely related to the local decay property of the dynamics (see [2] ). i.e For any compact subset K of R and any function f in L ( (R xV)
It comes out that this last property is also intimately related with the spectral configuration of the infinitesimal generator T of U(t).
In fact one can never get (LD) if a (T) ^ 0 . The following theorem shows that this may happen to our case. Sketch of the proof. Let us denote the operators A. and A on L 1 ( iR^V) by: ( X -T )" 1 = ( I -I^)"^ X-Tp~1 2 -1 it follows that for Re \^ 0 any pole of ( 1 -L. )
is an eigenvalue of T. The finiteness of the number of these eigenvalues will be proved later.
Going back to the theorem 1. The proof of the assertions i) and ii)
is a simple consequence of the following lemma.
-5- This theorem yields the implication c) ==>b) in theorem 5. We deduce also from compactness of Z(t) and the fact that {0} i Z (T) ( see \b\ ) that p L 4 a) -> c).
Finally we give a physically relvant situation in which the property b)
of Theorem 5 occurs. This situation is presented by Hejtmanek [?] . He showed when the Dyson-Phillips expansion of U(t) is finite , which physically means that the system is of finite collisions then the spectrum of T does not exceed the imaginary axis . We can conclude under the above condition
Lax & Phillips representation theorem is fully valid.
